
Dynamic identification for daily access
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We set a new standard within ticketing in a simple, safe and reliable way. By approaching ticketing in a disruptive way and change 
the roles in order to achieve a revolution in ticketing. By using the TigerID® we recognize people based on identity within an 
sustainable account-based ticket system.   

Current

Ticketing is an centuries-old based concept. The organisations supply a 
ticket (token) to the end user, which comes with issues. This is a so-called 
ticket-based system, due to the value is locally stored. 

Our approach

Ticket-based systems becomes account-based systems(ABS). Which means 
tickets become virtual and will be stored in the cloud where it is safe and in 
full control. The end user will be recognized based on identity by using the 
TigerID®, the digital dynamic ID-card. The TigerID® is a multimodal token, 
which can be used for nearly endless possibilities to replace regular tickets, 
employee- and visitors badges 

End user

More info?

info@ticketguard.nl +31 6 11 74 47 16Liu kars
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When scan-speed counts When user-identity is more important

4th summer of love
Thuishaven Amsterdam

13:00 – 23:00 | 22-07-2017

Entree 17:00 uur  | 08-09-2017

Dutchglow
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Verkoop

Verkoop

Verkoop

Entree 18:00 | 09-09-2017

Ventureland
Henschotermeer

TigerID® comes in two forms

The TigerID works on every smartphone, changes every second and works totally offline. It can be used anonymously and represent anything since we store in the 
cloud what the end user will be doing. This results in an unprecedented  total control for the organisation. 

That makes the TigerID useful for every moment in a simple, safe and reliable way in:

1s

Works on every smartphone

Changes every second

Works offline

Non reproduciable

€ Can represent anything*

Can be used anonymously

Blockchain enabled

*what it will be presenting is 
stored in the cloud.
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Wallet for easy control 
in all virtual tickets


